Biochemistry Crossword Puzzle

Across
3. Cant be dissolved-
6. Most abundant organic compound on earth-
11. Molecule containing carbon-
14. Glucose- Fructose-
15. Polysaccharide found in plants-
17. An organic Acid-
18. Buildings blocks of protein-
20. Long chains of lipid- Carboxyl acid-
22. To alter a protein-
24. Fat using only single bonds-
27. A chain of two glucose-
28. Made of more than two Monosaccharides-
29. Dairy sugar-

Down
1. Found in Triglycerides-
2. Building block of polymer-
4. Fat with double bonds-
5. Most basic sugar-
7. One molecule long carbohydrate-
8. Builders of cell membrane-
9. Can speed up a chemical reaction-
10. Lack of water-
12. Made of chains of sugars-
13. Too much of this can lead to heart disease-
16. All ___ are proteins but not all proteins are ___
19. Sweetest of sugars-
21. Add water to break down-
23. Another name for a protein-
25. Group of atoms attach to a protein-
26. Made up of monomers-